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• Student entertainment
Blues Traveler to perform
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus Staff
Blues Traveler will perform at
the University of Maine this fall,
announced Vice President for Stu-
dent Entertainment, Channing
Geele, at last night's General Stu-
dent Senate meeting.
"We are psyched about this
show," Geele said. "They are a fun
act and we have heard great reports
about this group."
Blues Traveler will play at the
Alfond Arena on November 12.
Tickets will be sold at $17 for
students, $22 for the general pub-
lic and $25 the day of the show.
The time of the show will be an-
nounced later. Geele said tickets
should be going on sale either this
Friday or next Monday - it will be
announced soon.
Geele said the Blues Travel-
er show will cost $60,000 plus
$130,000 in production costs.
He said student entertainment at
UMaine is now all-encompass-
ing with the addition of the Stu-
dent Entertainment board, as
well as the other boards already
in place.
"We are totally in support of
the other boards on campus," Geele
said. "We deal mainly with the big
contract events and help other
groups who are facing these events
with the legal issues they face."
In other business, GSS passed
resolutions allocating funds to the
Off-Campus Board and Residents
on Campus. Each resolution gives
the boards $4,500 towards the pro-
gramming line in their budgets.
"The OCB needs funds to bring
more diverse activites to UMaine,"
Chris Barstow, President of OCB,
said. "We want to add additional
programming for nontraditional
students."
Brooke Jellison, Vice Presi-
dent of Financial Affairs, said
these boards should wait until
they have time to advertise to all
groups on campus who wish to
ask for funding.
"Clubs and boards should get a
chance at the same time," Jellison
said. "Program what you have
planned and if you need more fund-
ing, come in later in the semester."
This GSS meeting was the last
for the 97-98 season. At next Tues-
day's meeting the new senators
elected in this Thursday's election
will be sworn in.
"This is a chance to wipe the
slate clean and start fresh," Scott
Morelli, President of GSS, said.
"We need to take a lot of the stig-
mas away from the GSS."
Chris Barstow, president of
OCB, said they have coordinated
plans to add more student seating
at the Alfond Stadium and Morse
Field.
"Student seating is now all of
section C," Barstow said. "We are
looking into getting sections D,E
and F for next season."
GSS passed another resolution
to send Chris Barstow to the UMaine
See GSS on page 4
• Farm Store
Season ends for homemade ice cream
Amanda Hebert
Special to the Campus
The sign "Homemade Ice
Cream" beckons even those with
the most restrained taste buds.
However, it will no longer be teas-
ing students, faculty and commu-
nity members after Oct. 2, when
the Farm Store will close for its
seasonal shut-down.
This is the first year the Farm
Store has been open in September.
Mike Dougherty, Farm Store ad-
viser, said the season for the Farm
Store is extended because non-
Farm Store employee Andrea Clark labels a new tub o ice cream.
(Mike Zubik photo.)
summer students deserve a taste of
the great ice cream also.
"All you day students deserve to
eat ice cream, so we left it open in
May and September," Dougherty said.
Business has dwindled in the
past weeks as the weather has got-
ten colder, he said.
"Only die-hard ice cream fans
come in now," said Chris Corio, an
employee of the store.
The store, which opened 10 years
ago, is used as real business experi-
ence for the students in the College
of Natural Resources, Forestry and
Agriculture, Dougherty said.
"Students in the college learn
ice creammaking, inventory and
money management skills," Dough-
erty said. "It's a great teaching tool."
The store also helps students
within the college pay for tuition.
"Any profit at the end of the
year goes towards scholarships
within the college," Dougherty said.
The Farm Store would like to
reconnect with some of its previous
university connections, Dougherty
said.
"Back in the olden days the milk
was made on the farm, and the Farm
Store sold various farm products
that were produced on campus,"
Dougherty said. "We're looking to
bring some of that stuff back. It
would be nice to bring it back to its
old days of glory."
The store currently sells only ice
See FARMSTORE on page 4
Channing Geele announces that Blues Traveler will perform on
November 12. (Andrew Bailey photo.)
• FirstClass
Network to shut down
By Dilnora Asimova
Special to the Campus
University of Maine students
may experience delay in the deliv-
ery of their electronic messages
until Information Technologies
completes the upgrade of the new
version of the FirstClass server.
Although I.T. has already up-
graded the FirstClass server soft-
ware to its newer version 5.5, it has
not completed the hardware up-
grade. Two weeks ago access to
FirstClass was unavailable because
I.T. ran into a problem with one of
the boards in the new server.
"We are investigating this
problem and hope to have this
resolved in the next week or so,"
said Mike Scott of Information
Technologies. "Once the server is
ready to go we will again need to
transfer the information from the
current server to the new one
which will require us to take First-
Class off-line for about 12 hours."
Students will be notified ahead
of time when the server will be down.
"To minimize the inconve-
nience to the users we will per-
form this operation again during
the weekend on a Friday night
and have the server back on-line
sometime Saturday morning,"
Scott said.
FirstClass is widely used among
students and faculty as a communi-
cation tool for general use, such as
academic classes, a variety of stu-
dent organizations and university
departments, as well as for personal
See FIRSTCLASS on page 3
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• Shootings
Mountain gorillas face
extinction, poachers
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Poachers mistak-
enly shot to death two rare mountain gorillas in
eastern Congo, the African Wildlife Foundation
said Friday.
The gorillas — a juvenile male and a 3-year-
old female — were killed Sept. 3 in V irunga National
Park, the oldest wildlife sanctuary in Africa, established
in 1925.
'The deaths of these young mountain gorillas represent
a devastating setback in our fight against extinction,' 
Michael Wright, AFW president, said in a statement.
Some 600 of the rare gorillas live in the heavily
forested range of inactive and active volcanoes that
forms the borders between Congo, Uganda and Rwanda.
Wright said gorillas could be threatened by the rebel-
lion in Congo against President Laurent Kabila, which
broke out Aug. 2 in an area near the park.
'It is only through the dedication of park guards that
other gorillas are protected from a similar fate during this
period of intense conflict," Wright said.
The statement said poachers were hunting monkeys
for food when they mistakenly killed the gorillas.
• Derailed
German railway suffers
inadequate maintenance
1 FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) — Prosecutorsmay charge two railway technicians who overlookeda wheel problem with negligent manslaughter in
Germany's worst rail disaster, a news magazine re-
ported Saturday.
Also Saturday, railway officials said they took four high-
speed InterCity Express trains out of service after finding one
with a cracked weld on the undercarriage.
Der Spiegel magazine said investigators have learned that
two inspections just before the June 3 crash found a misshapen
wheel on the ICE train, but nothing was done.
Officials suspect wheel failure was the cause of the crash,
near Eschede in northern Germany, which killed 101 people.
Two nights before the crash, a wheel was measured at.8
millimeters out of round, and the night before at 1.1 millime-
ters. The standard allowance is 0.6 millimeters, the magazine
reported.
Railway officials say a wheel that is not perfectly round is
mainly a comfort problem because it creates more noise and
vibration during high speed. But the magazine quoted rail
experts as saying that over time, the added vibrations can
create stress on the wheel and cause it to break.
• Under the sea
Ferry sinks rough seas
leaving 120 missing
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —Strong winds and
waves rocked the Princess of the Orient, but mari-
time officials said Saturday that the Philippine pas-
senger ferry should have been able to withstand
much worse weather.
The ship with 430 people aboard tilted in the storm
Friday, then quickly sank. More than 120 people were
missing. Rescue efforts slowed Saturday night, with 294
people safely ashore and 14 bodies recovered.
An investigation would not be formally launched
until rescuers completed their work, officials said, still
uncertain about what caused the Philippine passenger
ferry to sink.
One crew member said a ship of that size — weigh-
ing nearly 14,000 tons and big enough to hold 3,000
passengers — should have bobbed back up even if
rocked by a fierce storm. Another wondered whether
the ship's cargo had shifted to one side, unbalancing the
ferry.
Carlos Go, chief executive officer of Sulpicio Lines,
owner of the 24-year-old ship, said the ferry was seaworthy
despite an onboard fire in 1997.
4
• Arrival
Pope's convergance on
town sparks excitement
2 CHIAVARI, Italy (AP)— Crowds of people sing-ing, waving and even weeping greeted Pope John Paullion Friday at the start of a three-day pastoral trip in the
little diocese of an old hiking companion.
Greeting well-wishers outside a church dedicated to the
Virgin Mary in the northern town of Chiavari, he spoke of local
problems — an aging population, shrinking job opportunities,
the rising cost of living.
At the heart of the church is an icon of Mary painted in 1493.
The icon is credited with saving Chiavari from a cholera
epidemic in 1835.
The pope urged people to turn to Mary for comfort and to
muster the energy to "renovate a society solid with justice and
love."
This quiet little resort on the Italian Riviera was abuzz for
hours even before the pope arrived.
Crowds of people thronged its streets and shopkeepers
festooned their windows with yellow-and-white papal flags.
Special trains and buses brought in pilgrims, and local artisans
labored over an altarin the shape of a boat.
A town of only 28,000 people south of Genoa, Chiavari is
unused to such excitement.
• Hurricane Georges
Storm generates extreme
winds, mass destruction
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — Hurricane
Georges' 120 mph winds knocked out power and
forced residents into shelters in the densely populat-
ed Dominican Republic today, after plowing through
Puerto Rico and leaving at least 10 dead in the
northeast Caribbean.
Georges' powerful thunderstorms Monday left all of
Puerto Rico without electricity and 80 percent of its people
without water. The storm spawned tornadoes as it ripped
through the island of 4 million people, turning trees into
missiles, flipping small planes, exploding car windows and
forcing tens of thousands into shelters.
As the hurricane headed west across the Caribbean, con-
cern was growing in Florida. Workers shuttered the windows
at Key West's City Hall, and officials said they would consider
evacuating some mobile-home parks later today.
Tourists were advised to leave the Florida Keys, but there
was no immediate estimate of how many people might do so.
Visitors were urged to take advantage of airline flights while
they were still available, or to drive out and avoid congestion
later on the Overseas Highway, the only road linking the 110-
mile ribbon of islands.
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FirstClass
(Andrew Bailey photo)
from page 1
communications. There are more than 10,000
users on the system and this year, for the first
time, every first-year student received a First-
Class account, Scott said.
Not all the public clusters and computer
classrooms have the recent FirstClass server
software, Scott said. I.T. said it will distribute
the FirstClass 5.5 client as soon as it fully
documents all the changes and new features. It
hopes to have it available sometime this week.
The upgrade to the 5.5 client will provide
many new and improved features. One is the
ability to automatically download new forms
and icons more quickly.
Scott said another improvement on First-
Class was its Web site. Now many of the
rfafteariz449, ate
University of Maine's 29th Annual
Family at Friends Weekend
September 25126 a 271998
Come One, Come All Attend one or all of the interesting
and fun activities being offered by the university community. You'll want
to make sure you don't miss the following:
Student Organization Fair on the MALL Sat. 9am-1pm 
-Apple Cider Pressing
-UMaine Marching Band and Cheerleaders
-Hot Air Balloon Rides
-Potato Sack and other races
Other Exciting Events 
-UMaine Football game with Dartmouth College (Sat. at 3pm)
-Open Classroom Day (Fri.)
-Roger Clapp Greenhouse
-The Hudson Museum & Museum Gift Shop
-Antique, Collectable, & Craft Show & Sale (Field House Sat. & Sun.)
-Planetarium & Observatory
-Ronny Romm ESP and Hypnosis Show (Sat)
-Page Farm & Home Museum
-UMaine Women's Soccer game with Fordham University (Sat. at 12)
-UMaine Marching Band and Cheerleaders (Sat. on the Mall)
-Movie-"Scent of a Woman" (Fri. Evening)
-Athletic Mementos & Memorabilia Past & Present
-Aquaculture at UMaine (Fri.)
-Pulp & Paper Making (Fri.)
-Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Gardens Tours
-Public Skating and Swimming
-Cardboard Canoe Race
-Search & Rescue Helicopter Tour
-UMaine 5k Run and Walk (Sun. at 11:30am)
For SPECIFIC DETAILS about the programs, contact Sheri L. Cousins, Asst. Director for the
Student Leadership and Community Life, Summerset Hall Rm 125 581-4183 or pick up a
brochure at the Memorial Union Information Center, the Bookstore or the Visitor Center.
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444 Family and Friends Weekend is sponsored by
the Center for Students and Community Life, 
Yd1-16.erafthe Division of Student Affairs
features available in the client are available
through a web browser.
"The one area that has not been given
much attention to in the past is First-
Class' integration with the Web," Scott
said. "Not only can people access their
FC account via a Web browser
Iwww.umit.maine.edul but they can also
create their own personal or departmen-
tal Web pages right from FirstClass.
Again this is a feature that has been avail-
able but not widely known about."
Even with the client upgrade, some stu-
dents do not mind the changes.
"I do not see any differences between old
and newer versions of FirstClass," said Jas-
on Castonguay, a senior finance major. "I
use it for getting class notes and communi-
cating with friends. Teachers like it a lot
because it saves their time."
Matthew Peters, a senior business and
finance major, said he is using FirstClass
more often this semester.
"This thing is easy to use. It is more
convenient than C.A.P.S.," he said, pointing
to his mailbox.
FirstClass users do not seem to have
problems with the new FirstClass 5.5.
"I have not had anyone come up with
questions specifically on FirstClass 5.5," said
Christina Cole, a sophomore IT. computer
consultant. "If they have had problems, it is
because they have not used either version of
FirstClass before. It is just general questions."
FREE DPC
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Bob McFarland
New Brunswick, Canada
Third-year Student
"No. I Heard what happened at
the football game. They kicked
students out. That sucked."
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of the week Photos .y Jacob Peppard
Do You Think Students Get Fair Seating at Campus Sporting Events?
Matthew Bixby
Belfast, Maine
Second-year Student
"Yeah, they do. Anything I've
had wasn't much, but I've al-
ways gotten afairly decent seat."
Scott Grenier
Middlebury, Vermont
First-year Student
"Not from what I've heard. My
roomate had to move and stand
somewhere to watch the game."
Martin Puckett
Hancock, Maine
Fourth-year Student
"It's fair. You have to keep in
mind the bureaucracy involved
and take care of the big whigs."
Joe Tomazin
Portland, Maine
Second-year Student
"I haven't been to a game yet."
Farm Store from page 1
cream, which is made on site. Patrons can
watch the ice cream being made through a
window in the store.
"It's delicious," Corio said "Everything is
good!"
The store employs three students who
make and sell approximately 36 flavors of ice
cream. Not all are available at any one time
though, Dougherty said.
"Typically 10 different flavors are avail-
able on any given day," said Dougherty.
The tastiness of the ice cream, which
costs $1.50 for a small, $2.00 for a medium
and $2.75 for a large, was extolled by an
unidentified customer.
"Ummm, what a treat!" the woman said.
The store, closing at the end of next
week, will reopen in the spring. Dougherty
said it may be open as soon as April.
Dougherty jokingly urged the students
to protest for an even longer season next
year, so the store can be open while they are
still on campus.
"I'll help!" he said. "I grew up in the '60s!"
GSS from page 1
Board of Trustees meeting to advocate for a GSS passed a resolution to give $1,100
five percent state allocation to the University to Wilde-Stein for expenses they need at
of Maine system. The current allocation is this time.
below this and senators said Gov. King should Money was also allocated to the Stu-
be standing up for education. dent Environmental Action Coalition to
sponsor a speaker to speak about a Rain
Forest Awareness Project. GSS gave $750
to this group.
A resolution also passed towards the
Student Leadership Retreat being held the
weekend of Oct. 2 and 3 at Camp Jordan on
Branch Lake. GSS passed to pay half the
costs for up to 25 senators to attend this
retreat sponsored by the Center for Stu-
dents and Community Life.
Campus Climate
tw hinter 9et?
The Center for Students and Community Life would like to invite you to
an open forum on September 23rd
from 4:00pm to 5:30pm
at the Damn Yankee in the Memorial Union.
This Forum will look at how
we treat each other as
men and women on campus.
1 For more informationplease call 581-4031 ciP stilbehtsand community life
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By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
Custodian Gary Martin has been
working at the University of Maine
longer than many college students
have been alive— 27 years.
"I've been here since dirt," he
said.
Few people on campus know
him as Gary Martin, though. He
said he's better known as "Bubba."
"A lot of people remember 'Bubba'
faster than regular Gary," he said.
"All my friends call me 'Bubba."
Martin said he first came to the
university to take a couple of class-
es in landscaping, while also work-
ing for the ground shop on cam-
pus.
"You know all that stuff they're
digging up and tearing down right
now around campus," he said.
"That's stuff I put there."
Martin was forced to stop land-
scaping when he was diagnosed
with Hodgkin's Disease, he said.
"The doctors told me landscap-
ing involved too many heavy
things," he said.
Martin said he's been in remis-
sion for 20 years and won't let the
Gary Martin
disease hold him down.
"Don't worry, I'm too busy to die
young," he said. "I'm going to live
a long life."
Ever since his diagnosis, Martin
has done custodial work for the
university.
"I like to take something dirty
and clean it," he said.
Martin said he's been from one
end of the campus to the other,
from Boardman to Chadbourne,
where he presently works.
"I don't think there's a building
I haven't been in," he said.
Martin said he enjoys working
in an environment where he can
mingle and get to know students.
"I don't mean to put a halo on
students. But they're clown to earth,"
Martin said. "I treat everybody as
they treat me. And that's what stu-
dents do. That's why I like working
with them."
Being a custodian has also al-
lowed Martin to get to know faculty
and staff, he said. They often hire
Martin to do different jobs at their
houses, he said.
"I'm known all over campus,"
Martin said. "People say I'm one of
a kind."
GARY "BUBBA" MARTIN
PERSONAL BACKGROUND:
Divorced; no children
Born in Lincoln, Neb. but grew up in
Old Town and attended Old Town
High School
ON MARRIAGE:
"Did it, didn't like it."
WORDS OF WISDOM:
"Everyone has freedom of speech.
Until you step on someone's toes. Or
as long as you don't mention any
names."
WHERE CUSTODIANS STAND
AT UMAINE:
"Somewhere between my shoe and
the carpet."
FUTURE PLANS:
"If I was offered a job somewhere
else, I'd take it."
Do you know of an intriguing
campus personality fit for Faces?
Nominations of UMaine notables
can be made to Kristen Dobler or Liz
Beaulieu at 1-1270 or on FirstClass.
Congratulations, Jennifer Elwell!
The winner of the UMaine General Alumni
Association's fourth annual tuition raffle is Jennifer
Elwell of Bristol, Maine. Jennifer will receive one
year's worth of undergraduate, instate tuition courtesy
of the Alumni Association. In addition, a portion of the
proceeds from this year's raffle will be used to fund
scholarships, student travel awards, and other student-
related programs.
Jennifer Elwell (left) is congratulated by GAA vice president Cathy Billings
You Could Be Next Year's Big Winner!
Be sure to take part in our Fifth Annual Tuition Raffle next spring.
THE GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
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At least there's a rollover fund
The General Student Senate has lost thousands of dollars on events and projectsthat are not of interest to many University of Maine students because of variousventures that may not have been well-thought-out.
The Student Entertainment Committee made several efforts to make its Ziggy Marley
concert cost-effective, but failed. Although exact totals have not been tabulated, the
committee lost $20,000 to $30,000 on the event. This is largely because of the ticket
prices, $8 for students and $12 for non-students. While students who actually went to the
concert may have appreciated the low price, the accrued debt will be paid for by the
activity fees of many students who didn't attend the concert.
Because of these losses, the entertainment committee will have to petition for additional
GSS rollover funds to hire more big-name acts this year, like November's planned Blues
Traveler show.
The GSS also lost a large amount of money from supporting the university's
yearbook. Last year, the senate paid $5,000 in an effort to erase unclaimed debts to the
Prism yearbook. It then formed a committee, which took over the yearbook, accruing
even more costs without seriously considering and investigating the wants and needs
of UMaine students. After realizing students had no interest in a yearbook, the GSS cut
all of its ties to the Prism this month. The senate was forced to break its two-year
contract with Jostens, which brought about the $5,000 fine, which was covered by the
rollover budget.
The GSS is currently lacking its most important necessity: student input. Without it, the
senate will continue to make mistakes similar to its recent ones.
Many students have complained about how their fees are used, but few actually
make an effort to get what they want done. More students need to participate as
senators or at least attend GSS meetings, where their voices can be heard. Also,
student senators must make even more of an effort to communicate with the
university community as a whole.
Students need to realize that GSS is spending their money and they deserve to have a say
in where it goes.
Surplus money a good start
The University of Maine and the University of Southern Maine received $3.2million and $800,000 respectively in research funding from the state budgetsurplus this year. The $4 million total was 700 percent more than last year's
measly contribution by the state of $500,000.
Yet where does $4 million in research funding place the University of Maine in
comparison to other universities in the country? UMaine is currently ranked 49th in the
nation in the amount of federal research money received. When the university received the
$3.2 million check from the state last week, its ranking barely budged.
The state of Maine needs to realize that money spent for research and development
creates a win-win situation. Normally, state money is used to attract federal money. The
more money spent by the state, the more it can expect in return in federal money.
Maine is going to get what it pays for. The state needs to look at funding as an investment.
Research is profit-making. It's money pumped almost directly into the state's pockets. Research
money stimulates the economy by creating and extending job opportunities for Mainers.
Four million dollars may be a start, but it's definitely not enough. Funding for the
university is too little and too sparse. The state of Maine shouldn't need a surplus to give
its flagship university money for research and development.
In November, Mainers will vote on Question 1, whether to allot $20 million for research
and development. The university and residents of Maine have more than pride at stake here.
The success and improvement of the university and the state's economy are dependent upon
this research and development money.
Many colleges at UMaine have built reputable programs with bare-bones support,
which leaves one to wonder: What could they do with more money? The faculty and
students at the university have proven they have potential. It's time for the state to answer
— on an annual basis.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Money for
nothing
To the editor: '
Okay, this is howl see it:
First, I pay somewhere
around $7 (or more) per
credit hour for a "tech fee"
and it gets me, at best, a
28.8 bps connection, at
worst (so far), 14.4 — if I
don't get a busy signal. At
13 credits, that means al-
most $100 for maybe four
months. Twenty-five
bucks a month. I can get
cheaper.
But wait, for less mon-
ey, I get unlimited access.
If I go beyond 30 hours in
a month, I have to pay a
penny a minute, with more
charges possible if more
people get on-line.
This means, to save
money, I have to use the
computers on campus.
Great, stand in line just to
communicate with class-
mates who share a class with
me. It gets better. The teach-
ers are placing required
materials on FirstClass.
Wow, UMaine is charging
me to take a class, charging
me to access the servers,
and then charging even
more if I use the service.
Go figure.
John Russell
Bangor
• Ticket policy
clarified
To the editor:
We were overwhelmed
by the support of the stu-
dent body at the first foot-
ball game. The average
student attendance was
around 500 a year ago and
that figure tripled on open-
ing night. This increased
attendance is a terrific sign
of greater student involve-
ment and spirit, and we
want to encourage students
to attend sporting events
by making even more seats
available.
The student admission
process and the stadium are
new to all of us and adjust-
ments and improved com-
munication are necessary
to make the system
smoother in the future.
On Sept. 12, students,
because they did not know
and because it was not pub-
licized very well, sat in
seats that belonged to tick-
et holders in sections D, E,
F and G. Tickets were sold
only in rows 17-22 of these
sections.
The student portions of
sections D, E, F, and G,
are rows 1-16, with the
marching band taking up
at least half of section G.
As all of us found out
on opening night, more
space is needed for more
students to attend and the
following changes, start-
ing this week for the Dart-
mouth game, have been
made in order to provide
more seating.
First, section C will
also be available for stu-
dent seating. Tickets will
no longer be sold to the
general public in this sec-
tion. Because some tickets
have already been sold in
this section, at the student
gate students will be is-
sued a ticket for a reserved
seat in section C. These
tickets will not be issued
until after 1,000 students
have passed through the
gate.
Second, there will be
more signs, including mes-
sages at the student gate,
indicating the student sec-
tion is D, E, F and G rows
1-16 and most of section C.
Third, soon there will
be a seat back or railing
installed to separate the
first 16 rows in sections D,
E, F and G for students.
Fourth, portable bleach-
ers will be placed behind
the south end zone to ac-
commodate additional stu-
dents. This is the area clos-
est to the parking lot.
Fifth, general admis-
sion sections on the east
side of the stadium are
available should the end
zone and west side be
filled. Sections M, N, 0
and V, W, Z, are available
to students. The signs on
these sections indicate
general admission.
It is important to note
that all student sections are
general admission with the
exception of section C and
students will be seated on
a first-come first served
basis.
Although reports indi-
cate that parking went fair-
ly smoothly for the New
Hampshire game, an un-
fortunate side effect of the
tremendous turnout is the
high demand for parking
spots. Parking will not be
any easier this week, with
a number of campus events
including the craft fair. We
recommend the use of the
steam plant parking lot.
While this will require a
longer walk to the game, it
may help with your exit.
The Sept. 12 crowd
made the grand opening
an emotional night for all
involved. We hope that this
is just the beginning.
Suzanne Tyler
Director of Athletics
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• Guest column
Clinton's sex, lies and videotape
We all know about the sex, and
we have now seen the videotape,
but it seems like people have been
confused with the lies.
Some of the American people,
and even some of the "experts"
want you to believe that Kenneth
Starr is the devil. But in this case
the devil is stained on, not in, the
blue dress.
So how did he lie? Here are just
a few quotes that
have helped me
straighten out this
mess of the presi-
dency:
"No question
that an admission of making false
statements to government officials
and interfering with the FBI is an
impeachable offense." - Bill Clin-
ton, as quoted in the Arkansas
Gazette, Aug. 8, 1974.
Paula Jones' lawyer: "If she
(Monica Lewinsky) told someone
that she had a sexual affair with
you beginning in November of
1995, would that be a lie?"
Clinton: "It's certainly not the
truth, it would not be the truth."
During depositions in the Pau-
la Jones case, Jan. 17, 1998.
"None." - Clinton's response
to Judge Susan Webber Wright's
question about the number of state
or federal employees President
Clinton had sexual reactions with
since 1986 in Jones v. Clinton
"I believe I used the term sexu-
al affair. Have you ever had sexual
relations with Monica Lewinsky,
as that term is defined in deposi-
tion exhibit 1, as modified by the
court?" -Attorney for Paula Jones.
"[A] person engages in "sexual
relations" when the person know-
ingly engages in or causes — (1)
contact with the genitalia, anus,
groin, breast, inner thigh, or but-
tocks of any person with an intent
to arouse or gratify the sexual de-
sire of any person . . 'Contact'
means intentional touching, either
directly or through clothing." -
Definition 1 in the Paula Jones
case, as written by Judge Wright.
"I have never had sexual rela-
tions with Monica Lewinsky, I've
never had an affair with her." -
Clinton, in a response, Jan. 17,
1998, during his deposition during
the Jones case
"I want to say
one thing to the
By Ryan
Eslinger-
American people.
I want you to listen to me, I am
going to say this again. I did not
have sexual relations with that
women, Miss Lewinsky. I never
told anybody to lie, ever, never.
These allegations are false." -Clin-
ton, ABC news, Jan. 26, 1998.
"Indeed, I did have a rela-
tionship with Ms. Lewinsky that
was not appropriate." - Presi-
dent Clinton, ABC news, Aug.
17, 1998.
"If a President of the United
States ever lied to the American
people, he should resign." - Third
Congressional District candidate
Bill Clinton, July 1974.
So the President of the United
States willfully committed perjury
in Jones v. Clinton. He lied to a
judge. Unless, of course, an "inap-
propriate relationship" involves
none of the "sex stuff." No phone
calls, no blue dress, and even no
cigars.
Based on that, some reporters
in this country, including some on
this campus, blame the indepen-
dent counsel for going to far.
But what did the independent
counsel do?
Ken Starr took over a six-month
investigation from a dismissed in-
dependent counsel. In 1994, his
job was to investigate the "possi-
bility and probability that the White
House, including the president of
the United States and his wife the
first lady, willfully obstructed jus-
tice by withholding key documents,
or broke other laws in the White-
water case."
During this investigation, Starr
received informa-
tion from Linda
Tripp that the
President may
have perjured him-
self on another oc-
casion. Starr then
approached Janet
Reno and the
three-judge panel
on Jan. 16,1998, asking to expand
his investigation to include the
Lewinsky matter. He received
unanimous approval.
So four years and $30 million
later, we learned that Starr was
right.
People have started to cry that
Starr has spent too much, but my
roommate just spent $45,000 o
his college education. All thing
cost money. Starr's $30 million
comes down to about 12 cents
taxpayer.
One more quote I will leav
you with, o' readers.
"Once is happenstance. Twic
is coincidence. Three times is ene
my action." - "Wild Things."
President Clinton lied to
judge. Strike one. He lied to th
American People. Strike two. H
lied to Ken Starr. Strike three.
I would pay more than 12 cent
to find out there was an enem
among us, so I thank you Ke
Starr, for knowing and believin
what we all doubted.
Think what you will of Presi
dent Clinton. I for one am goin
out to buy some cigars.
For his resignation party.
Ryan Eslinger is a fourth-yea
political science major.
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Apparently bored
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But what about the damage
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Westchester County, N.Y., are
an ordinance that
would ban the sale of the pointers
people younger than 18. Here in
Maine, police chiefs are consider-
asking the Legislature to pass a
that would regulate the devic-
which can be bought at any
supplies store.
This is just what society needs
- legislators devoting otherwise
valuable time to examining and
debating a frivolous rite of passage
for adolescents.
Opponents of teen pointer use
argue that when the devices are
used for entertainment they could
cause auto accidents and damage
people's eyes. The pointers may
even prompt law enforcement of-
ficers to draw their weapons in
belief the beam is from a gun sight.
Brunswick resident Nancy
Hynes told the Portland Newspa-
pers that a pointer blinded a friend
of hers while driving, forcing her
friend off the road. When a feder-
al agent walking with his wife in
Portland noticed a red dot aimed
at her, he threw himself in the
way to protect her from what he
thought was a laser sight from a
gun, Brunswick Police Chiefier-
ry Hinton said.
Although these incidents
show the problems laser pointers
can cause, they hardly warrant
laws. Imagine how odd it would
be for Maine to ban the sale of
laser pointers to adolescents
while issuing hunting licenses to
those same adolescents. Perhaps
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Last December the Food
Administration issued
to parents and school
on the dangers of point-
the lasers into people's eyes.
"The light energy that laser
can aim into the eye
more damaging than staring
into the sun," the warn-
states.
Surely we must enact laws
similar incidents, right?
Wrong. We already
against assault, which
aiming a laser into some
eyes amounts to.
And whatever happened
sense? Most people
away from a flashlight
in their face.
Of course, another culprit
latest fad is the wonderful
of marketing, which
the FDA to issue
"Recent price reductions
led to wider marketing,
FDA is concerned about
and useofthese
aschildren's toys," the agen-
said.
Parents, not legislators,
address this potential
Whatever happened
old maxim "it's not nice
Ryan Robbins is a senior
and psychology
and is a columnist for
Campus.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Wednesday, September 23
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Your
birthday chart bristles with positive aspects. How
can you possibly fail? You can't, but that does not
mean you will live up to your full potential that
depends on whether you sit back and enjoy your
good fortune or invest it to create more.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Today's Sun-
Jupiter aspect will do wonders for your self-confi-
dence but don't expand too fast or expend too much
energy or you could find yourself stuck with tasks
and responsibilities you would rather do without.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Put yourself
about today: go places you have never been be-
fore; seek out people whose opinions excite you.
In short, give your usual haunts and hangouts a
miss. Somehow you seem to have gained a repu-
tation as a conservative sort of character — now' s
your chance to show you're a rebel at heart.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You might be
tempted to throw your weight around, to get your
retaliation in first as it were. As a tactic it might just
work — or it might go disastrously wrong. Unless
you have a very good reason for believing you will
come out on top it might be wise to play safe today.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Think big and
you will achieve great things today. Think small
and you will still do well but you might later wish
that you had been a bit more adventurous. The Sun
leaves your birth sign on Thursday. Make the most
of it while your confidence remains high.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): It might be tempting
to give in to pressure in the hope that it buys you
a few hours of peace but once someone has you
within their sights they will be on you morning,
noon and night. For that reason alone it is impor-
tant you stand up for yourself. No one else will.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Luck will
come to you through other people today, so don't
lock yourself away and refuse to communicate.
Because your birth sign is ruled by Mercury you
have more than your share of good ideas but you
don't always sell them as well as you should.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): By all means take
advantage of what is on offer today but don't for a
moment think it doesn't have strings attached.
Someone in authority will look favorably on you
but it is as much for their benefit as it is for yours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Because to-
day's Sun-Jupiter aspect forms a perfect angle to
your birth sign there is every reason to believe that
luck is on your side. Whether you use it to improve
your status at work or to have fun in your private life
is up to you — but make sure you use it somehow.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 
-Dec.21): Jupiter,
your ruling planet, is aspected by the Sun today, so
it seems likely that good fortune in one guise or
another will come your way. But don't use that as
an excuse to throw caution to the wind. Luck has
a way of rebounding on those who abuse it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A part-
ner, colleague or someone you know socially
will offer you something worth having today.
Being the careful Capricorn you are, no doubt the
first question that will go through your head is:
what's the catch?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The world
will seem a wonderful place today and will seem
more wonderful still when you get some rather
pleasing news about your finances. What have
you done to deserve this good fortune? Probably
nothing much at all but what does that matter?
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Jupiter in
your birth sign is urging you to do something
extravagant, something expansive, something
outrageous. If you get the chance to make a
splash today you will take it and even if certain
people get wet they will dry out sooner or later.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, September 24
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Al-
though Leo is a dynamic sign by nature you don't
always push yourself as hard as you should. But
that won't be a problem this year as your compet-
itive instincts are roused and you are determined to
prove you're the best.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Sit down with
a pen and a piece of paper and make a list of all the
things you want to change in your life. You may
have to write on both sides. Something is about to
happen which gives you the chance to begin again,
to draw a line under the past and start afresh.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If you speak
your mind this week you may find yourself rejected
by those you live and work with. Fortunately, your
social life will more than make up for personal and
professional disappointments. Before the week is
over you will have discovered a new, rather inter-
esting set of people to converse with.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You have an
important message to deliver and personal feel-
ings cannot be allowed to get in the way. Having
said which, it is probably expecting too much now
that Mercury, your ruler, is moving retrograde for
the message to be understood, let alone welcomed.
CANCER (June 21 
-July 22): Venus and Mars,
the relationship planets, come togetherin your sign this
week, a combination which promises love and passion
to those born underthe sign of the Crab. Whateveryour
age or marital status you will be the focus of romantic
attention over the next few days.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Some people respond
well to criticism. Others curl up and die. Bear that in
mind today before you condemn those who have let
you down. There is no point in wielding the big stick
if it demoralizes colleagues to such an extent that they
are incapable of making decisions for themselves.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Someone who
should know better has been playing on your fears
and, by the look of things, making quite a good job
of it. But it takes more than a few half-baked
rumors to bring you to your knees and before the
week is over you will have turned the tables and it
is they who will be looking over their shoulder
every two minutes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Others may think
you can turn on the charm like a tap but for best
results you need to be in just the right mood and
with Venus and Mars combining so well this week
you really can charm the birds from the trees.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You may be
swimming against the tide of opinion but who says
the tide of opinion is right? If that little voice inside
your head is telling you to stick to your guns then
stick to your guns you must.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You are
determined to say your piece this week and if others
don't like it that' s just too bad. But don't go over the
top for the sake of it or you could turn people against
you, people who may not be important now but who
one day may be in a position of great influence.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19): Something
you are attached to will be taken from you this week
and no doubt your first reaction will be to scream
and shout that life is unfair. But once you cool down
you will realize not only that you don't really need
it but that you are much better off without it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Planetary
activity in your opposite sign of Leo means you must
be honest about how you feel, even if you know that
partners and loved ones will not react kindly.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): It is time to
change the habits of a lifetime. It is time to get rid of
methods and routines that no longer work for you.
Above all it is time to look at new ways of organizing
your daily life. Have you the drive and determination
to do all these things?
ENTERTAINMENT
Dear Dr. Dick;
I'm just minding my own business,
enjoying a little herbal boost in my
apartment late one afternoon when a
public safety officer comes knocking
on my door. How can I clear the air?
- Flying High in DTAV
It would be best to prevent this
emergency situation with a proactive
approach - time for arts and crafts like
your scout leader never intended. All
you'll need is: 1. the empty cardboard
cylinder from a roll of toilet paper 2. a
dryer sheet -3. a rubber band 4. the
coordination to put the whole contrap-
tion together and blow into the right
end. But you evidently weren't thinking
ahead, so you'll have to deal with the
crisis at hand. First of all turn off the
Phish CD - it's a dead giveaway. Now,
embrace the wisdom of Colvin Hall and
light a stick of incense ... actually, lots
and lots of incense. If the patchouli
emanating from your abode doesn't
cover up the evidence of your spree,
take drastic action. Unfurl the blind and/
or organic hemp tapestry and open up
your window. The reek of productivity at
James River Co. should chase away
the fumes you're concerned with. Pour
the bong water out the open window,
splashing the liquid down onto the offic-
er's empty cruiser if possible. Grab
some flowers or leaves, or any form of
plant life that won't invite a summons
and make a quick arrangement a la
Martha Stewart. Quietly pull the duct
tape away from your doorsill. You're
now prepared to open the door and
loudly ask the cop for his identification
four or five times for your own entertain-
ment and then politely inform him that
solicitors are prohibited on campus.
Whether you're unlucky in life, love
or the law, Dr. Harold Dick can solve
your problem. After more than a de-
cade of absorbing campus culture at
Maine, the good doctor hasn't earned
a degree, but has gained the life expe-
rience to tackle any personal dilemma.
Submit your questions to The Maine
Campus, 4th Floor Chadbourne Hall.
NEW YORK TIMES DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Top monk
6 Indian princes
11 Come together
14 Mail deliverer's
woe, maybe
15 Muse of love
poetry
16 12 months, in
Monterrey
17 Hanna-Barbera
cartoon
character
20 Encourage
21 Massages
22 'Odyssey"
sorceress
23 Somewhat:
Suffix
24 Roosters' mates
25 Slaves
26 Aquarium fish
28 Disfigure
29  - offensive
(Vietnam War
event)
30 Delphic
utterances
34 Word before "of
nails" or "of
roses"
35 Agent noted for
Oscar night
bashes
37 School
transportation
38 Son of
Agamemnon
39 Needlefish
40" P081iCa"
41 Film units
45 Think highly of
47 Bettor's card
game
so-- gratias
(thanks to God)
51 Brief affair
52 Vogue competitor
53 Helsinki native
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
KAMIKAZE COBMIC
ANOR EDI C OTTAWA
EIEMED
OWASSO
SHIEST
I AL WHYNOT
ASHE
MO T T E
ARSENIO
R MOON
TEAMEI SORD LTDS
RASPS HUB S LOD E
ELSA DI TU TOMES
NEL811
DICIE
GABCON
ATT
A MWO
PANE
ES CAUSED
R KU
SLYEST
ACII
IGE OE G
S E
AUUA
TUE
S
SEDATE SEOT I ENT
Edited by Will Shortz
54 Paul Newman's
role in "The
Hustler"
57 Opposite WSW
58 Country west of
Chad
59 Connery's
successor as
Bond
60 Hwys.
61 Rendezvous
62 Group belief
DOWN
I Find not guilty
2 European stock
exchange
3 Brainy
4'  bitten
5 Sound of
disapproval
6 "Nick at Nite"
staple
7 Many
Mideasterners
8 1975 shark
blockbuster
9 Banking
convenience, for
short
10 Game with a
goalkeeper
11 Strangler
12 Passed, as laws
13 Bottommost
18 Rap's Dr. —
19 Old Dodger
great Hodges
24 Mata 
25 Attacks
27 Sculls
28  Diner, on
"Alice"
31 Ere
32 Middles: Abbr.
No. 0504
1114 ii it di9 i MIME
14
111llll 111li
29ii
17111118
20
21111
1111111
2511111
221111
illil
2611271
24
28
30
131
32 33 34ii
.111111 35 36
37Ii 38111111
39
ilIll4s
511111
40 41 142 43 44
47 48 49 50II
52 53III
54 LIII55 561111
57Ii 58 59
60
II
61
1111
621111
Puuie by Hugh Dam
33 Burning
substance
34 Corner of a
diamond
35 Conjectures
36 Worst possible
test score
37 South Dakota
geographical
feature
39 Electrician on a
film set
40 Silver-colored
42 Inventor of
Menlo Park
43 Poe's 'rare and
radiant maiden"
44 Shakespearean
verse
46 Abbr. on a bank
statement
47 Tsetses and
gnats
48 Wide-eyed
49 Game official
52 Nervously
irritable
53 Sheet of ice
55 Agency head:
Abbr.
56 Ambulance crew
member, for
short
Corrections
To bring a correction to our
attention, contact the Editor at
581-1271 between the hours
of 9 a.m. and noon, or stop by
the office on the fourth floor
Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3063.
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• Living
Bringing Bhutanese culture to UMaine
By Henrique Fontes
Maine Campus staff
A secret land hidden in the eastern
Himalayas between India and China, Bhu-
tan is an isolated country the size of Maine.
With a culture that is more than a
century old, basing its faith in Buddha
and its economy in agriculture, Bhutan's
is a traditional culture that is not often
found in these times of globalizaion.
Its cities have no beggars, few thefts
and little violent crime. How can a na-
tion preserve traditional values and cos-
tumes for so long?
"We have been isolated and now we
are emerging. That was the best strategy
to be a very small country in the middle of
two big powers and still be independent,"
forestry student Phub Tsherng said.
Tsherng and with his friend Karma
Jamtsho are the first Bhutanese ex-
change students to study in Maine.
The American experience has been very
different from what Tshemg expected.
"In the movies, sometimes you see
very aggressive and hectic people, but
when I came to Maine I found very
human people," he said.
Tsherng's transition to life in Maine
is seems relatively easy when compared
to the trials a tourist must face to travel
to Bhutan.
There is one airline service with
only three planes landing in the coun-
try. Flights carry a limit of 70 passen-
gers per trip and if the Himalayan weath-
Architecture adds to Bhutan's attraction. (courtesy photo.)
er changes — and it constantly does —
your flight can be delayed for hours or
even days.
Once a tourist lands in Bhutan, they
have to pay airport taxes and almost
$200 per day for hotels, meals, transpor-
tation and guides. And the rates can
increase if the government feels that there
are more visitors than desired.
Although it may seem difficult to trav-
el to Bhutan, nearly 3,000 tourists fly
there every year and it's easy to see why.
The beauty of pastoral landscapes and
houses with shingled roofs is almost un-
real to travelers of the industrialized world.
According to Tsherng, two months
ago the King Jigme Singye Wanchuck
(governing the country since 1974) cre-
ated a cabinet of ministers elected by
the people, which should promote a
greater opening for international econ-
omy and tourism.
"We have learned from other coun-
tries' experiences," Tsherng said.
"I think we have to take an educated
wisdom to move ahead in development ...
but ... it has to be in a Bhutanese way."
*Television
"Saturday Night Live" to feature animation
NEW YORK (AP) — With this sea-
son's premiere of "Saturday Night
Live" only a few days away, Robert
Smigel is still working on the show's
animated segment.
He doesn't want to give away what it is
about, but offers a hint: "It's President
Clinton-oriented."
Smigel may be the funniest guy on
television nobody knows.
On the venerable "SNL," which be-
gins its 24th season Saturday, he writes
the show's hilarious animated shorts —
drawn by J.J. Sedelmaier — under the
umbrella title of "TV Funhouse." They
include "The Ambiguously Gay Duo," a
Batman-and-Robin-like tandem whose
friends and foes wonder about their sexu-
ality; "X-Presidents," with Ford, Carter,
Reagan and Bush as superheroes "struck
by a hurricane-powered dose of radiation
while appearing at a celebrity golf tourna-
ment ... rendering them all the more ex-
traordinary"; and "Fun With Real Au-
dio," which typically juxtaposes actual
sound bites with incongruous images.
Smigel is also the "lips" of President
Clinton on "Late Night With Conan 0'
Brien" as well as the voice of Triumph the
Insult-Comic Dog, a Don Rickles-like ca-
nine hand puppet.
Even if they're weird gimmicks, Smi-
gel says his creations serve as sturdy vehi-
cles for fertile material. Which brings him
back to Clinton. Smigel says he figures his
quartet of "X-Presidents" won't become
a quintet in the next year.
"I'm not too worried about Clinton
joining forces with those guys anytime
soon," he says, then chuckles: "He'd just
mess it up."
For a while Smigel was doing the Clin-
ton lips on "Conan" every few weeks,
sometimes only monthly. These days, he's
doing the bit once or twice a week.
"Now it's taking up almost as much
time as the cartoons on 'Saturday Night
Live' which is the job I actually get a real
salary for doing," he says.
Smigel enjoys doing Clinton because it
gives him a chance to act totally out of
character. "I'm usually this shuffling,
mumbling guy who just sort of thinks a lot
around the office, giggles to himself, and
frightens people on the street."
The 38-year-old Smigel, who spent
eight years on the "SNL" writing staff
until he became the first head writer and
a producer for "Conan," says he was
daunted by the prospect of imitating Clin-
ton when he first did it on O'Brien's
second show five years ago. What made
it worse was the excellent Clinton imper-
sonation by his late friend Phil Hartman,
which Smigel admired.
Still he successfully performed his al-
ready planned surreal and over-the-top
impression of Clinton— "a Bruce Spring-
steen-from-the-South Hardy Boy."
A New York native, Smigel lives in a
Greenwich Village penthouse apartment
with his wife, Michelle, and their 7-month-
old son, Daniel.
He thought about following his father
into dentistry, attending a pre-dental pro-
gram at Cornell University for two years
before switching to communications at New
York University. After winning a stand-up
comic contest, he joined a comedy troupe
in Chicago, where then "SNL" staffers Al
Franken and Tom Davis saw the group and
hired him as a writer for the show.
Smigel helped O'Brien get his show
started, but after two years, he says, it
began to wear on him.
When he proposed the animated seg-
ment to "SNL" executive producer
Lorne Michaels, a deal was quickly made.
And now he's beginning his third season
of the cartoon gig.
With the success of "The Simpsons,"
"King of the Hill" and "South Park,"
Smigel knows he's benefiting from the
fact that cartoons for grown-ups are big-
ger than ever. And he thinks it could have
happened sooner—if networks had been
willing to take the chance.
"I think everybody's sort of behind the
curve. I think it's something that could
have worked years ago," he says.
"I remember the audience response
for Mr. Bill (in the early years of SNL')
was unlike any other part of the show. As
popular as other parts were, I'll never
forget how people reacted to Mr. Bill and
that whole visceral chopping of a kiddie
icon. It seems like people have been
ready for this thing for years."
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• Cutting room floor
`Godzilla': Out with the new, in with the old
By Bill Doughty really know how to make Godzilla movies.
Special to the Campus Toho Productions, the company that
created the lizard with a jonesing for stomp-
On behalf of Godzilla fans everywhere, ing on cities back in 1954, rejuvenated the
allow me to apologize to you all for the franchise back in 1984 (with the movie we
travesty Dean Devlin and Roland Emerich know as "Godzilla 1985") and continued
inflicted upon you this summer, making more 0-films up until 1995.
That was not a Godzilla movie. That With these new movies, Toho start-
was a couple of guys who have yet to have ed over, el i min ating all of that Godzil-
an original idea, attempting to be the next la-as-a-good-guy crap that they cranked
Spielbergs or Lucases and failing every out in the '70s.
miserable step of the way. The new movies picked up 30 years
You don't believe me? Go back and after the original, with Godzilla's rubber
watch "Independence Day" again, espe- suit resurfacing to once more threaten mod-
cially the final battle sequence. els of Tokyo and other parts of Japan.
It's pracically a line-for-line rehash Over the next seven films, they re-
of the Death Star assault in "Star Wars." introduced some of the more popular mon-
But at least in ID4 the rip-off was con- sters from the original series, as well as
tamed to a few scenes, creating some new beasties and a quasi-
With "Godzilla," however, we were treat- realistic human resistance effort.
ed to an entire remake of both "Jurassic The results pleased fans all over the world.
Park" and "The Lost World," from the rap- The new films stayed true to the Godzilla
tor-like Baby Godzilla chase scenes and people remembered, while the new effects
screaming scientists in love, to the annoying budgets allowed for a Godzilla that looks
"not tampering in nature's domain" moral. pretty damn mean and city models that don't
Dean and Roland apparently live by the old look like they were made by your little brother.
adage: "Good artists copy, great artists steal." So if you want real Godzilla movies
The problem is, if you're going to make a with better budgets, sets, effects and the
new Godzilla movie, complete with a larger whole nine yards, check out these entries in
budget and better special effects, then you the new series:
really should copy from, or steal from as the Godzilla 1985: Far from the best of the
case may be, the original source material, series, but important for restarting it. In the
Taking liberally from an entirely differ- American version, Raymond Burr reprises
ent movie doesn't even make you a bad the role he played in the American version
artist -just a stupid one. of the first movie, wild and crazy journalist
Besides, new Godzilla movies with larg- Steve Martin.
er budgets and better effects have already That's the guys's name, honest. There's
been done, and done well, by the people who no real point for him to be here, though. He
General Student Senate
and
Off Campus Council
Elections 
September 9-16
Pick up nomination papers in the Student
Gov't office on the 3rd floor of the Union.
September 16
Mandatory candidates meeting at 3:00 in
the union TBA.
September 17-23
Final campaigning.
September 24
ELECTIONS IN THE DINING COMMONS
AND THE UNION!
just sits around yammering about nature and The moral: People from the future are
why it's pointless to attack Godzilla. evil, so don't trust them. By the way, it turns
His closing narration is one of the out Godzilla comes into being anyway, only
funniest bits of film dialogue ever and now he's bigger and meaner than before.
worth the price of rental alone. Also, it's Big fights ensue. Way to go, future guys.
worth seeing because most versions start Godzilla vs. MechaGodzilla: Tired of
with the classic animated short "Bambi having their model cities trampled, the
Meets Godzilla," a one-minute joke that United Nations creates MechaGodzilla as
hasn't stopped being funny since I first the ultimate rubber suited line of defense
saw it when I was nine, against other rubber suited foes.
Godzilla vs. King Ghidorah: People from It might just work, too, if the pterodac-
the future arrive to warn humanity that in the tyl Rodan doesn't somehow screw things
future, Godzilla will wipe out all life on earth. up. We're also introduced to Baby Godzil-
They go back in time to prevent Godzilla's la, hatched from an egg Rodan was guard-
creation,but it turns out they're evil and use the ing (don't ask ... it's never adequately ex-
nuclear tests that created the Big G to create the
dragon-like King Ghidorah, who they plan to see GODZILLA on page 12
use to take over modern-day Earth.
PAT'S FAMOUS PIZZA
Over 12 Million Served
866-2112 or 866-2111
14" 9" 14"
Plain 
 
3.75 7.00 Double Cheese 4.25 8.00
Onion 
 4.25 8.00 Hot or Sweet Sausage 4.25 8.00
Pepperoni 
 
4.25 8.00 Broccoli 4.25 8.00
Mushroom 
 
4.25 8.00 Black Olive 4.25 8.00
Salami 
 4.25 8.00 Fresh Tomato 4  25 8.00
Anchovy 4.25 8.00 Fresh Garlic 4.25 8.00
Bacon or Can. Bac  4.25 8.00 Eggplant  4.25 8.00
Hamburg 
 
4.25 8.00 Jalepeno 4.25 8.00
Meatball 
 
4.25 8.00 Spinach 4.25 8.00
Ham 
 4.25 8.00 Taco 5.75 11.00
Meatball 
 4.25 8.00 (Taco Sauce, Hamb,
Ham 
 4.25 8.00 Onion, Gr. Pep.,
Pep.&Mshrm 4.75 9.00 Taco Chips,
Salami&Mshrm 
 
4.75 9.00 Lettuce, and Tomato)
Grn.Pep.&Onion 
 
4.75 9.00 Loaded 7.00 14.00
Green Pepper 
 
4.25 8.00 If you like thick crust
Hawaiian 
 4.75 9.00 order our
(Ham&Pineap.) Double Dough 
 
add .50 1.00
Combination-Special  4.75 9.00 or try our
(Pepperoni, Salami, Double Sauce add .50 1.00
Mshrm) Lowfat Cheese add .50 1.00
st
NO "e111Sun Dried Tomatoes,Capers, SPAGHETTI
Roasted Red Peppers, Single Serving Bucket 3.50
Pine Nuts 50each (2 meatballs)
SUBS
CALZONES Salami Italian 2.75
Meat Calzone Ham Italian  3.004.75
Veggie Calzone Ham & American Cheese 3.254.75
Combo Calzone 4.75 Ham & Provolone  3.50
Roast Beef 
 3.50
APPETIZERS small large Hot Meatball & Cheese 
 
3.75
2.00 3.50 Hot Sausage & Cheese BreadStickswicheesaisauce 3.75
MOZZ.StiCkSw/cheese & sauce 2.50 B.L.T 3.75
Garlic Bread 
 
1.00 1.50 Tuna Salad 3.75
w/cheese 1.50 2.00 Steak & Cheese 4.00
French Fries 1.75 Chicken Salad  3.50
Spicy Waffle Fries 1.75
Buff Wings w/blue cheese 4.25
Zingers/BonelessHotWings 4.75 4.25
Chef Salad 3.50
Tossed Salad 2.75
SALADS
Greek Salad 
After 8
Delivery Special
Sunday thru Thursday only
FREE CAN of SODA
with each pizza delivered to campus
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Godzilla from page 11
plained, so just go with it). He's little and
blue and cute in that ugly sort of way.
Godzilla vs. Destroyer: Godzilla dies!
I'm not being mean by spoiling the ending
— that was the ad campaign Toho used to
get people to see this movie, and it worked
pretty darn well, too.
Godzilla is so full of nuclear energy that
he could melt down and destroy the earth. A
nervous United Nations contemplates recre-
ating the oxygen destroyer, which took Godz-
illa out of commission back in 1954.
They may not get the chance, though,
since a monster that the original oxygen
destroyer inadvertantly created may take
care of Godzilla for them.
The only hitch is that it might take out
a good chunk of the human population,
too. Godzilla really does die by the mov-
ie's end, although not before stomping on
Hong Kong, proving that his grudge isn't
solely against Japan.
The new series totals seven in all, and
while some of them can get pretty dull,
they're all fun.
Most are available for purchase on video
and can be found just about anywhere, but
those that haven't been officially released
can be tracked down on-line or at any store
that specializes in anime and Asian movies.
Emerich and Devlin initially said they
want to make not one, but TWO sequels to
their cinematic trainwreck. My hope is that if
they do make good on this threat, they at least
go see any of the original movies first, or we're
likely to have a movie about a giant lizard
finding love aboard a doomed ocean liner.
"I'll never let go, Godzilla!"
"RRRRR00000AAAAAAAR-
RRRRR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!"
Bill Doughty is a supersenior English
major who actually watches this stuff on
purpose, if you can believe that.
classifieds
for rent
GREENBUSH 2BR/1BATH CABIN. $250/
MO. AVAILABLE NOV. 151 941-9531 
Rooms to rent @ 385 College Ave.
Orono across from campus. $225-275
all utilities included. Weekly rent ok.
$65/wk. call 866-7712 
Orono, 2BR Furnished, washer/
dryer, heated, hot water, very nice
walk to UMO. Call 989-4341, 825-
4460
4 Bedroom House All Utilities Paid Near
Campus Many Renovations Deck Call
David 989-3452 
2&3 Bedroom Apartments. Parking,
yard -1 w/ washer/dryer. $500-$750
including all Utilities. 469-7839 
House for rent. Old Town 3-4BR
Large livingroom, diningroom&
kitchen. Great location. 827-5711
$695/mo 
Cheaper than Rent! 5 min to
campus! Re-sell when done!
Fridge/stove/dry/washer. Low
pmnt! Call Leah 942-4681.
Female needed 2 share 4BR apartment
w/3 girls. Heat&HW inc. $187.50/mo
and 1/4 elec. Cdll 827-7230 or 676-9557
Old Town Lg 2BR duplex good cond.
$450 plus sec&lease. Avail. 10/1/98.
Call 1-510-521-9063 
House for Rent Old Town, Large 3BR
beautiful home available now. $695
per month. Call 878-5711
for sale
Nice little 2 BR house 30 minutes North of
campus. In great condition. $16,000
941-9531 
85 Nissan Sentra 5 spd 124K 2-Dr htch-
bk, new battery. Running condition.
$500 OBO leave message at 866-0363.
95 BURTON DOLPHIN SNOWBOARD
GOOD CONDITION, BEST OFFER W/O
BINDINGS CALL 581-7005 
UPRIGHT PIANO, Everett, 55"Bench. In
great shape! Tone Action, Finish.
$850. Call 866-7701 or 1-2258
travel
MAKE EASY MONEY! Everyone buys
Spring Break packages, so why not
be the one to sell it? USA Spring
Break is currently accepting applica-
tions for campus sales representa-
tives. Call 1-888-SPRING-BREAK. 
Riders Wanted to California -
Leaving Sat 9/19 Share expenses
camper van. Gary 207-546-
2882, 510-644-3680(msg) 
Now Hiring motivated individuals
to promote America's best Spring
Break vacations. Sell trips, earn
cash, go free! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
personals
Casco Bay Bartending classes start
soon! Student discounts. Call for more
info. 1-800-467-2028. 
Certified Bartending Program
Learn the skills to be a Professional
Bartender. Local training. Call
262-8720 
WANTED: Work-merit web wizards to
design and maintain web pages. For
more info call 581-4194 
I humbly apologize to my honorable
brothers of the SSHS. Please forgive
me, I am not worthy - Whispers 
TRAINED MEDIATORS NEEDED
Use your skills and earn money. Call
Campus Mediation. 581-2639 
Hiring For F/T & P/T Direct Care
Counselor at Adolescent Group Home.
BA or Exp. preferred. Call 942-3799 
ASSt.Program Director Needed at
Adolescent Group Home. BA & c/oyrs.
relevant exp. a must. Call 942-3799 
$6.00 pr. hour assisting me with
different projects, typing, etc. For more
information, call Bill Picard at 1-7170
and leave a message as soon as
possible! 
The sisters of Phi Mu offer our sincere
thanks to Delta Zeta for their assis-
tance on Saturday!
To place a classified ad in
The Maine Campus
come to the fourth floor of Chadbourne Hall.
• Elvis
Hall inducts four
NEW YORK (AP) —The future King of
Rock 'n' Roll first visited the Grand Ole Opry
in 1954. Few of the local subjects, country
music's true believers, were impressed.
Chet Atkins complained that Elvis
seemed to be wearing eye makeup. The
only compliment Elvis got was a back-
handed one from the Opry's Jim Denny.
The 19-year-old and his new music didn't
quite fit Nashville, Denny said, but "this
boy is not bad."
Ouch.
This Wednesday, all is forgiven.
Elvis Aron Presley — somewhat inex-
plicably — gets inducted into Country
Music's Hall of Fame. He's joined by
Tammy Wynette and two others in the
class of '98.
The honor comes 21 years after Pres-
ley's death and 12 years after his induc-
tion into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame.
Presley, over the course of his career,
did post 11 No. 1 country singles. But most
of his music was the kind of stuff that made
many country fans cringe.
"Some people may be up in arms
about Elvis Presley going into the Hall
of Fame," acknowledged Ed Benson,
executive director of the Country Music
Association.
But he said Elvis' influence on the
current generation of country artists —
Travis Tritt and Dwight Yoakam, for in-
stance — was one of the keys to opening
the hall's doors for Presley.
Whin* for Fundraising! $$$$$ or Extra Cash?
Attention Fraternities, Sororities, and
Student Organizations:
MarketSource Corporation is looking for student organizations or
part-time student representatives to assist with promotions on
campus. This is an ideal way to meet fundraising goals, earn
money for activities or just make extra cash. Positions limited.
To learn more about this opportunity please call Alex Iosim at
(800) 888-8108 extension 2061.
Margarita's
Wednesday
College Student Night
2 for 1 Mexican Entrees
Original and Strawberry
Margaritas $2.00
Thursday
Ladies Night
40% Off Mexican Menu
Margarita's Sassy Sangria
$3.00 glass $6.00 pitcher
Long Island Iced Tea $3.00
Friday
I Ride the Cuervo Party Bus
7pm- llpm
Prizes, Drink Specials, Games
L. El Cheapos 
Wednesday_
dkaDigo lionTUpy$2 cover
Thursday
DffiTeg ,PfflTOW
$3 Long Island Iced Tea
Friday
Reggae Party with
Stream
CulturefeSt 18 
This years Cuiturefest will be held on
Saturday, October 31. To prepare for Culturefest 98
the Office of International Programs will hold a
general interest meeting on Thursday, September 24,
in 202 Winslow Hall at 4:00 pm. If you would like to
help organize this year's Culturefest, please plan to
attend this meeting!!!
Cuiturefest is a day -long event that celebrates different
cultures in and around the campus, and features a Talent
Show, ethnic food, informational tables for various cultural
groups, and a variety of activities.
???For more information???
Please contact the Office of International Programs at 581-2905.
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100 FREE minutes. And just 100 a minute to anywhere in the U.S.
Kinda makes it hard to keep quiet.
Live off campus? Sign up for an AT&T One Rate-plan and your first 100 minutes are FREE:*
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you.
100
FREE
AT&T One Rate® Plus: 10¢ a minute—one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls you dial from
home. Whoever. Whenever Wherever you call in the U.S. And just a $4.95 monthly fee.
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak:10¢ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls from home from
7pm-7am and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly fee
Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE.
Call I 800 654-0471
and mention offer code 59917
or visit www.attcom/college/np.html
It's all within your reach.'
Terms and conditions apply Free minutes promotion applies to first full monthly bill. Unused
minutes cannot be carried over Offer expires 10/15/98. Offer based on choice of AT&T One
Rate Plus or AT&T One Rate Off Peak Plan. Plans subject to billing availability. In-state rates vary.
$3 monthly minimum usage applies to One Rate Off Peak Plan. Call for details. ©1998 AT&T
mmummir
-.MEOW
ATM'
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• Women's soccer
Scoring woes continue for Black Bears
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine women's soc-
cer team hoped a change of scenery would
pull the Black Bears out of their season-
long scoring funk.
It didn't work.
Maine was shut out for the third consec-
utive game, as the Holy Cross Crusaders
downed the Bears 2-0 Saturday in Worces-
ter.
None of Maine's components seemed
to be on the same page, according to Maine
forward Nikki Reed.
"We were horrendous," Reed said. "We
had three different teams out there — our
defense, midfielders and our forwards. It
was very hard."
Maine controlled much of the first half,
firing off five shots before Holy Cross
could register one.
But the Crusaders made a point to cap-
italize on their few opportunities (only five
shots on the afternoon), as Kate
0' Shaughnessy scored on their first shot of
the game at 37:20 to make it 1-0.
Things began to fall apart for Maine
after that.
"We played catch-up all the way," Maine
coach Dave Patterson said. "There was a
lack of sharpness where we played."
Holy Cross took advantage of
Maine's lapses, as Erin Patterson scored
on a free kick at 55:10 to put Maine
away for good.
Maine goalkeeper Mandy Cronin made
three saves on five shots in her first colle-
giate start, while Tiffany DeCoff recorded
nine saves for Holy Cross.
Big Green Machine
Maine journeys to Hanover, N.H., to-
day to take on Dartmouth College in the
Bears' biggest challenge to date. The Big
Green (2-1-1) are ranked 12th in the nation
according to the latest NSCAA poll.
Diversity has been the key to Dart-
mouth's success, as eight different players
have scored for the Big Green this season.
Only midfielder Katie Gayman has notched
as many as two goals.
Three of Dartmouth's four games this
season have come against ranked teams,
going 1-1-1 in those outings.
Big Green goalkeeper Kristin Luck-
enbill is the reigning Ivy League Player
of the Week and has compiled a 1.15
Open
your mina. You may learn something about yourself.
The Maine Campus
goals-against average this season.
Patterson says he hopes to suffocate
Dartmouth by using an all-out defensive
strategy, with four defenders, five mid-
fielders and just one forward.
"We're doing it for two reasons: One,
to improve our ability to defend, and
two, to give us some width with which
to build out of the back," Patterson said.
"We want to focus more on Dart-
mouth than on just scoring," Reed said.
"We hope that way we can come out
with at least a tie."
Also look for Cronin to receive another
shot in goal for the Bears, even though
previous starter Karyn McMullin is second
in the America East in goals-against aver-
age (0.77).
"[Cronin] communicates well," Patter-
son said. "She's showed composure and
maturity. She can't be faulted for the goals
she gave up Saturday."
"It doesn't really bother the team who's in
goal," Reed added. "Both are so strong and
sound defensively that we have confidence in
them that they can get the job done."
• Black Bears
The Maine roundup
From staff reports
Field Hockey
With their two wins over the weekend
against Rhode Island and Virginia Common-
wealth, the University of Maine field hockey
team earned the 19th spot in the National Field
Hockey Coaches' Association Poll.
It is the first time the 6-1 Black Bears
have been ranked since 1996 when Maine
was up to No. 18. They will play Vermont
this Saturday in their first conference game.
The Catamounts are 0-1 after falling to
Boston University 6-1.
Cross Country
The women's cross country team will
travel to Vermont on Saturday, Sept. 26 for
its next meet. The Black Bears are coming
off a big win over Northeastern where
Venessa McGowan, Nichol Stevens, Suz-
zanne Hussey and Maggie Vandenberg
finished second through fifth.
The men's team will also be in Ver-
mont Sept. 26 for a meet that will feature
New Hampshire and Holy Cross. The
Black Bears finished third at a quad
meet at the University of Massachusetts
last Saturday.
Brian Oickle paced the Bears by fin-
ishing 13th.
Golf
The UMaine golf team had a week
off and will next compete in the Dart-
mouth Invitational, which will take place
Sept. 26 and 27.
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BRAIN FOOD PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Faculty members are invited to dine with at least two students in one of the four dining commons on the date their department is as-
signed. Private dining rooms and tables may be reserved by your group on a first come first served basis. Call 1-4619 and mention
"Brainfood reservations"
SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI SAT
August 30 August 31 September 1
Business
2
Human Development and
Family Studies
Chemical Engineering
3
Anthropology
Applied Ecology and Envi-
ronmental Sciences
4
Nursing
Performing Arts
Sociology
Fogler Library
5
Education
6
CiviVEnvironmental
Engineering
Electrical/computer
Engineering
7
Art
8
Biochemistry Microbiology
and Molecular Biology
9
Public Administration
10
Engineering Technology
Mechanical Engineering
ROTC
11
Chemistry
Communication Disorders
12
Biological sciences
13
Spatial Information Science
and Engineering
Social Work
14
Communications and Jour-
nalism
15
Biosystems Science
&Engineering
Food Science & Human
Nutrition
16
Computer Science
Economics
17
Forest Ecosystem Science
Resource Economics and
Policy
18
English
19
Forest Management
20
History
21
Geological Sciences
22
Mathematics and Statistics
23
Marine Sciences
24
Modem Languages and
Classics
Philosophy
25
Physics and Astronomy
Political Science
Wildlife Ecology
26
Psychology
27
Onward/ Honors Programs
Peace NVomen's/
Native American/
Canadian American Studies
28 29 30 October 1
Business
2
Human Development and
Family Studies
Chemical Engineering
3
Anthropology
Applied Ecology and Environ-
mental Sciences
4
Nursing
Performing Arts
Sociology
Fogler Library
5
Education
6
Civil/Environmental
Engineering
Electrical/computer
Engineering
7
Art
8
Biochemistry Microbiology
and Molecular Biology
9
Public Administration
October Break begins
10
October Break
11
October Break
12
October Break
13
Spatial Information Science
and Engineering
Social Work
( only York and Stewart open
at dinner)
14
Communications and Jour-
nalism
15
Biosystems Science &
Engineering
Food Science & Human
Nutrition
18
Computer Science
Economics
17
Forest Ecosystem Science
Resource Economics and
Policy
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• Men's soccer
Bears 'winning ugly'
By Jay Bakes
Maine Campus staff
It doesn't matter whether you won or
lost, but how you played the game, right?
For the University of Maine men's soc-
cer team it didn't matter how they played
against Quinnipiac last weekend, but the
end result justified the means.
Maine, despite a sloppy game, downed
Quinnipiac 2-1 last Sunday.
Coach Scott Atherley attributes the vic-
tory to the team's determination and com-
mitment to a high level of fitness.
"It was a case of winning ugly," Ather-
ley said. "Half our team has the flu right
now and we just had to dig down deep and
put it into overdrive."
Forward Josh Carpenter echoed those
sentiments.
"We had some guys who were sick,"
Carpenter said, "but we were the ones
standing tall towards the end and they
were hunched over and breathing heavy."
Despite not being at peak perfor-
mance, there were some bright spots for
the Black Bears (4-2-0). One player
with particular gleam was junior for-
ward Ricky Brown, who assisted fresh-
man midfielder Carson Weeks' first col-
legiate goal.
Brown also scored the game winner at
72:07 in spectacular fashion by breaking
through three Quinnipiac defenders and
booting a rocket to the left post to put
Maine up for good.
"That was probably Ricky and Car-
son's best game of the season," forward
Aaron Benjamin said. "It's great being
part of an offense where anyone can win
the game when they get the opportunities."
Atherley says he just hopes that the flu
runs its course before Maine hosts its first
conference game this Saturday against Bos-
ton University.
Black Bear midfielder Matt Cox says
he doesn't believe it will be a problem.
"This is such a huge game for us that we'll
be up for it regardless of any flu," Cox said.
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
Want A
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH see the world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com
BARTENDING
COURSE 
NI Student Discounts
Class Begins
Fri., Oct. 2nd at 6:00 PM
Private Dining Room
Wells Common, Univ. of Maine
./ Professional Bartending Training
Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job
1 Become a Talented, Socially Conscious
1 National Restaurant Association
Alcohol Awareness Program
*./ Taught by Seasoned Boston Bartenders
N( Great Part-time of Summer Job
Bartender
Cali Nov
Space is Litni 
dte 
1-800-467-2028
ATHLETES
Black Bear women s soccer for-
ward Nikki Reed scoN14§ffirst colle-
giate goals in the season opener against
Charleston Southern. The resident of
South Portland played just 10 games in
1997 because of a knee injury but she
has rebounded in style. Reed, who
played at Gorham High where she
earned MVP honors her senior year, is
a former Western Maine Conference
All-Star. Although the junior is accus-
tomed to leading the offensive charge
down field, this week we put her on the
defensive ...
Nikki Reed. (file photo.)
Q.What is
play on the r
A.Wake F
r favorite place to
ad?
rest.
Q.What is one of /most mem-
orable accomplishments.
A. Scoring the winning goal against
Charleston Southern in our opener.
Q. If you could play any other
sport at the University of Maine,
what would it be?
A. Softball.
Q. What are your favorite classes
here?
A. Advertising.
Q. What about the worst class
you've taken here?
A. History 104.
.What 1s tIkevorst dining cow-
foicder--;.,;.;;; —
A. The fish. I would never try it.
Q. How about your favorite veg-
etable?
A. Tomatoes.
Q. Pig-out food?
A. Cherry P rcia ice cream.
Q. What are our favorite pizza
toppings?
Pepperoni and
Q. VVhat is yodj te ovie?
A. "Good Will H
Q. Your favorite te vis show?
A. "Jeopardy."
Q. What is your favorite miksic
group?
A. Garth Brooks.
DUBAY AUTO PARTS
INAPAINTO PAM 15 S. Water St.
MEV. Old Town, ME 04468
827-5593
"We Keep America Running."
• 10 % off any purchases ••
• with your student •
•
• I.D. or this ad. 
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.
(excluding sale items)
Diva's
And The Bikini Lounge
For September:
Mondays: 1/2 Price Admission (6-8pm)
AMATEUR NIGHT!
Tuesdays: 1/2 Price Admission (6-8 pm)
WEAR YOUR DIVA'S SHIRT AND GET 1/2 PRICE
Wednesdays: 1/2 Price Admission (6-8pm)
COUPLES NIGHT! $10 PER COUPLE!
Thursdays: 1/2 Price Admission (6-8pm)
COLLEGE ID'S HAVE 1/2 PRICE ALL NIGHT!
Fridays: 1/2 Price Admission (6-Spin)
HAPPY HOUR 1/2 PRICE DRINKS 6-8PM
Saturdays: 1/2 Admission (6-8 pm)
HAPPY HOUR 1/2 PRICE ALL DRINKS 6-8PM
www.divas-maine.com
Our live DivasCam coming soon! Join Now!
Monday-Saturday
6pm-lam
-Topless Dancers -
Ages 18 and Up
65 State Street • Downtown • Bangor
(2071 942-6969
4IP
nods
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*Women's soccer
McMullin : Maine's veteran leader
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Karyn McMullin didn't expect to be
playing so well for the University of Maine
women's soccer team.
In fact, she didn't expect to be playing
soccer at all.
Although the Belgrade resident had been
a standout goalkeeper for Messalonskee High
School, she had another sport in mind upon
her arrival at Maine in the fall of 1997.
"I came here focusing on softball," the
sophomore said. "Coach [Dave Patterson]
asked me to try out [for soccer] so! said sure."
Expecting to ride the bench, McMullin
was thrust into the starting lineup when
starting goalkeeper Heidi Dombrock went
down with an injury.
"I just jumped in and it worked out,"
McMullin said.
Did it ever.
Although she gave up five goals in her
first two games of 1997, both losses, she
rebounded with a 4-0 shutout of High Point
at the Wake Forest Nike Invitational.
"I didn't even know"
Six more shutouts followed, including
Karyn McMullin. (file photo.)
successive blankings of Hofstra, Boston
University and Northeastern.
When the dust had settled, McMullin
had seven shutouts on the campaign, a new
Maine single-season record.
Not that McMullin has ever paid any
attention to the records.
"[My teammates] told me but I didn't
even know," she said.
. McMullin also compiled a microscopic
1.20 goals-against average to establish an-
other Black Bear record.
After just one season, she already had
the look and feel of a grizzled veteran. Not
bad for someone who wasn't supposed to
play soccer.
"She played like a player with a lot
more experience," Patterson said. "She kept
her composure and was very mature for a
freshman."
"We had no idea what to expect from
her," Maine midfielder Erin Emmans said.
Getting the job done
But despite her heroic efforts last season,
the Bears finished a disappointing 6-12-2
overall, 3-5-1 in America East competition.
"We've never been strong in scoring,"
and everything she does," Patterson added.
"She's very infectious."
McMullin said that it runs both ways
as well.
They know who she is
Her confidence spreads to her opin-
ion of the 1998 Black Bears as well, as
McMullin thinks that the pieces are vir-
tually in place.
"We all surprised ourselves because we
struggled in the preseason," she said. "We
came out like a house of fire and we didn't
know what to do."
"We have some good freshmen on this
year's team, most of whom are playing. If
we can put the ball in net and keep the
defense strong, we can go far."
As one of only five Maine residents on
Coach [Dave Patterson] asked me to try out [for
soccer] so I said sure. — Karyn McMullin
McMullin said. "Our defense was awe-
some. It was frustrating, but our job is to get
[the offense] the ball. It kinda rolls off on
each other."
This season, McMullin has picked up
where she left off in '97, leading the Amer-
ica East with a minuscule 0.77 GAA.
She's also added another shutout to her
collection, putting her just one shy of the
career mark of nine set by Allison Snooks
from 1991-94.
So what's the secret to her success?
"[McMullin] has very sure hands and a
tremendous work ethic," Patterson said. "She's
a great protection player and game player.
"One of the hardest aspects of goal-
keeping is dealing with crosses and balls in
the air. She does that very well. She's
brave."
She may not fly across the air like other
goalies, making fantastic saves left and
right, but she gets the job done, according
to Patterson.
"It's not so much making great saves as
it is her being consistent," he said. "She
does what she's supposed to do. That's the
sign of a great goalkeeper."
Her upbeat attitude has been known to
spread among her teammates as well.
"She goes out on the field with confi-
dence and inspires the team," Emmans
said. "It pumps us up and gets us ready to
play. She's having a blast."
"She's very enthusiastic about anything
INSIDE SPORTS
Athletes Angle returns.
Men's soccer winning, but winning ugly.
Women's soccer in scoring drought.
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the roster, McMullin sees the advantages
of hailing from the pine tree state.
"A lot of coaches like to recruit people
from their own state because it gives [the
teams] publicity," she said.
"The locals know who you are. Kids
look up to you as well. When you do clinics
for them, the people can relate to you.
"Look at women's basketball. They
received a huge boost from having [Maine
resident] Cindy Blodgett on the team."
Despite her stellar career at Maine,
McMullin feels there's always room for
improvement, as evidenced in a recent
1-0 loss to Rhode Island when a commu-
nication gaffe between McMullin and
the Bears' defense resulted in the Rams'
Karyn McMullin had another sport
in mind when she came to Maine.
(file photo.)
lone goal.
"One area where !need to work more is
my talking," McMullin said. "I should be
controlling the box and yelling. My job is
to be the eyes from the back.
"[Maine defenseman] Suzanne Grant
was busy doing her thing. My responsibil-
ity was to direct her, but she didn't see
where she was going and [URI] scored. I
take the blame for that one."
Once the soccer season is over, Mc-
Mullin won't have much time to rest before
she begins preparations for the softball
season. McMullin isn't phased by the extra
hours a two-sport athlete has to put in.
"I'm used to playing year-round," she
said. "There's no layoff season so I'm
always ready."
STAT OF THE
WEEK
After rolling to impressive victories this weekend
against Virginia Commonwealth and Rhode Is-
land, the University of Maine field hockey team
received its first national ranking since 1996. The
Black Bears are ranked No. 19 in the nation, which
is more than enough to earn the stat of the week.
